
 
 

Waiting with Confidence  -  Psalm 27:1-3 
 

OPEN 

 
When it comes to Christmas, we are so prone to mark time, in which we are 
focused on the clock!  How many months or days until the special day?  Some 
go to great lengths to create measures of this time. 
 
Today begins a season of preparation to celebrate the Incarnation of Jesus, 
called Advent.  Churches that follow a traditional church calendar observed 
Christ the King Sunday last week – the final Sunday of the liturgical year.  But 
thanks to capitalism, Advent is not limited to liturgy.  Advent calendars range in 
content from cosmetics, to your favorite beer, or Harry Potter socks!  
 
And there are the ubiquitous chocolate Advent calendars.  This year from 
Purdy’s we are being told, “Waiting is the best part.  Waiting for Christmas is 
hard enough, so why not make it tasty and fun? The days will fly by with our 
beautifully designed Village Advent Calendar and our Vegan Advent Calendar.” 
 
 

DIG 

 
For 2020 our national Fellowship director Steve Jones, offered Hosea 12:6 as 
a key verse for our denomination:  “But you must return to your God; maintain 
love and justice, and wait for your God always.”  This is a great word for this 
Advent.   Our theme is The Wonder of Waiting.   
 

• There is a waiting that is chronological… 
 

There is nothing wrong with being responsible in the marking of time.  The Old 
Testament is filled with pledges and promises of a coming Messiah.  As a 
result, people like Simeon and Anna were faithfully waiting, and rejoiced to see 
the infant Messiah – see Luke 2:25-38.  Think of the sermons of Peter and 
Stephen (Acts 2,3,7) which also document these days of waiting and hoping. 
 

• There is a waiting that is transformational 
 

There is another aspect to waiting on God that is unbound by time.  In Psalm 
27 we are presented with a challenge to wait on God as a quality of heart 
rather than just a quantity of time.   

What is being said in Psalm 27 by use of the word “wait”?  The term is used in 
verse 14 to sum up the song.  Interestingly, in French it is translated espère 
which means hope.  This perhaps is a better and more active expression of the 
Hebrew word qawwêh – “to look for with eager expectation.” 
 
Consider to the way David described his assurance in Psalm 27:1-3.  As we 
will discover in this psalm, waiting is not an exercise of time only…but also 
trust.  And at the core of trust is confidence.  This is the first of four 
characteristics we are going to examine as we wait on God.  This season is 
certainly unique, with pandemic concerns compounding our usual cares.  In our 
text we discover two vital understandings. 
 
 
First, our confidence must be rooted in God alone  -  v. 1 

 
Where is your confidence?  Is it in certain people in your life?  Could your 
confidence actually reset in resources or education, perhaps.  David confessed 
in Psalm 27:1 that his confidence was rooted in who God is.  David described 
God as his light, salvation, and defense (or refuge). 
 
These terms reveal God as our source for purpose and security in our lives.  
God Himself is where our confidence takes root. As David Jeremiah 
encourages followers of Jesus, “our future is always unfolding at the speed of 
grace!' 
 
Because this text is a praise song, consider a few other songs of confidence. 
 

• Written by King David in ancient times  -  read 
Psalm 61:1-3 

 

• Written by William Bradbury in 1863 – “My hope is 
built on nothing less than Jesus’ blood and 
righteousness; I dare not trust the sweetest frame, 
but wholly lean on Jesus’ name.  On Christ, the 
solid Rock, I stand; all other ground is sinking 
sand.”  The Solid Rock 

 

• Written by Keith & Kristyn Getty in spring  -  “What 
is our hope in life and death, Christ alone, Christ 
alone;  what is our only confidence, that our souls, 
to Him belong.”  Christ Our Hope in Life and Death 

 
Verse 2 is like a bridge of thought between the certainty of verse 1 and the 
conditions of verse 3.  It is particularly because God is our certain security 
that we will see the enemies of God stumble and fall – which are the 
consequences of verse 2.  And those same consequences highlight that 
when we encounter God’s enemies, this is the context in which our confidence 
to grow, as expressed in verse 3. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uhVwVHC6_n0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OibIi1rz7mw


 
 
Secondly, our confidence in God must become more resilient  -  v. 3 
 
The second important understanding is found in verse 3 – namely, that our 
confidence in God will grow and mature. 
 
Writing in FaithToday (Nov-Dec 2020, 30-31) editor Karen Stiller writes of 
walking through rough grasses bordering a Nova Scotia beach. 
 

The lavender grows right there in the middle of it all….that’s how 
lavender does things.  It enjoys blazing sun and dry soil…These 
most delicate-looking, teeny-tiny blossoms…flourish right here 
where the air is smelly with brine and the other grass is itchy and 
rough.  Hope also grows in the hardest of places. 

 
Our confidence in God is not automatically resilient.  It must grow and develop.  
Reliance upon God grows more resilient as we learn to exercise it in the 
hardest of places.  Our confidence grows in the waiting!  In his classic book 
Knowing God J. I. Packer writes, 
 

“Wait on the Lord" is a constant refrain in the Psalms, and it is a 
necessary word, for God often keeps us waiting. He is not in such 
a hurry as we are, and it is not his way to give more light on the 
future than we need for action in the present, or to guide us more 
than one step at a time. When in doubt, do nothing, but continue to 
wait on God. When action is needed, light will come. 

 
What more can we say about resilience?  It is also about being thoughtfully 
intentional.  We simply must resist the urge to force God into our timeline.  
Think of Sarah and Abraham.  They waited upon God for a baby.  But so much 
time passed and Sarah began to doubt God’s promise. 
 
Sadly, Sarah tied God’s promise to time rather than the character of God.  As a 
result, instead of waiting on God – chronologically and transformationaly – she 
initiated a plan for producing an heir with disastrous results.  
 
 

REFLECT 

 
In his book Waiting on God Andrew Murray writes, 
 

Our souls are so little accustomed to hold fellowship with God, the 
God on whom we wait so often appears to hide Himself….Above 
everything, when you wait on God do so in the spirit of abounding 
hopefulness.  It is God in His glory, in His power, in His love 
longing to bless you that you are waiting on. 

 
 

 
 
To help you actively wait upon God here are two “Advent assignments”. 
 
 

 
1. Reflect on God’s gift of Jesus through As We Wait, a daily devotional 

that will come to your email each day of Advent – sign up here. 
 
 

 
2. Reflect the generosity of God by participating in Cards & Care, which 

is a special project to bless families of Webster's Corners Elementary 
School.  WCES staff will be preparing Christmas hampers for student 
families who are in need.  Cornerstone is collecting Superstore Gift 
Cards to contribute this important project!  What can you do?  Just 
pick up a Superstore Gift Card of any amount by December 10.  You 
can give your card to Pastor Brent or call him and he will pick it up. 

 
Of course, this season of Advent is a time of joyful anticipation.  However, 
given the state of the world, we would do well to heed the wisdom of Ephesians 
6:18-20.  Read these verses and reflect on the request of Paul for prayerful 
alertness and discernment of spiritual warfare. 
 
 

 
 

Let us find ourselves in the midst of an active longing, 

saying “Come and Transform us Lord Jesus” 

https://www.mbseminary.ca/devotions-sign-up/

